BADGER: The perfect choice? Are you ready Ratty?  
RAT: I'll say! Come on!

Party Animals
THE WEASELS, TOAD & CHORUS

FREELY \( \frac{4}{4} \) \( \frac{1}{4} \) \( \frac{1}{4} \) 106  poco Rall a Tempo

Weasel 1: As we as we used to get

mp

Weasel 2: such a bad press, Perhaps it was the formal way we dressed? Our

Weasel 3:

Weasels All: manner was so stiff and star chy, And we never walked when we could Marchy!

Weasel 4: march! We are now 'Lords of the Manor', And we've let ourselves go, We've

Weasel 5: Freely again

Weasel 6: (STOP MARCHING)
Weasels All:

let our standards drop, boy, does it show! 'Cos when we decide to

Rave,

We can really misbehave! We are

SWING RHYTHM \( \text{\textit{d}} = 95 \)

Party Animals! We're creatures of the night,

Slowly at first Accel e Cresc poco a poco

We're practically nocturnal, At this
shindig that's eternal
For we are the master race,

And we live at a faster pace,

all the other creatures great and small

We sophisticated, arty weasels, Are